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OBECNY STAN NAUCZANIA AKADEMICKIEGO NA WYDZIALE 

AERONAUTYKI UNIWERSYTETU TECHNICZNEGO W KOSICACH 
 

 

  Streszczenie. Wydział Lotnictwa Politechniki w Koszycach, kształcący ekspertów 

lotnictwa, został poddany unowocześnieniu i przeszedł na trzystopniowy system studiów. 

Artykuł zawiera krótki przegląd status quo w zakresie pierwszego i drugiego stopnia 

kształcenia w szkolnictwie wyższym. Ostatnie pięć lat okazało się skuteczne w realizacji misji 

szkoły, która – zgodnie z celami ustalonymi dla tej instytucji szkolnictwa wyższego – 

umacniłą swoją pozycję jako w pełni uznawane centrum nauki i badań naukowych. 

 

 

THE PRESENT STATE OF ACADEMIC EDUCATION ON FACULTY OF 

AERONAUTICS OF TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY KOSICE 
 

 

  Summary. The Faculty of Aeronautics of the Technical University in Kosice that educates 

aviation experts has undergone a necessary reconstruction within the transition to three – 

degree system of study programs. The contribution offers a brief overview of the status quo in 

the area of the first and second degrees in university education. The period of recent five years 

have proven successful in fulfilling the school´s mission in accordance with the goals set for 

this higher education institution, establishing itself as a fully recognized centre of tuition and 

research. 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

A university and a lifelong study of pilots and air technical personnel was in the past 

provided by the Gen. M.R. Stefanik Air Force Academy (AFA) that was established in Kosice 

in the former Czechoslovakia in 1972 and continued its work in Slovakia for more than 30 

years, even after the republics split. Beginning in 1991 the accredited university was an 

integral part of the republic’s school system and focused on the preparation of military and 

civilian students. Its graduates had been trained as aircraft pilots and specialists in air traffic 

control, aerial management, aerial engineering, and aerial electrical engineering. 

A transformational process that military universities underwent led to the AFA being 

incorporated with the Technical University of Kosice on 1 September 2004, and it 

commenced its existence on 1 May 2005 as the ninth faculty of the Technical University of 

Kosice with the name of Faculty of Aeronautics as a successor of the former AFA a university 
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acknowledged both in Europe and in the world. It became a follower of long-term experience 

in training of both civilian and military pilots and air specialists. 

 

 

2. THE FACULTY OF AERONAUTICS 

 

 

The The basic mission of the Faculty of Aeronautics is to contribute to the mission of the 

Technical University in air technologies, aviation, aeronautics, and related spheres. The 

Faculty of Aeronautics provides and organises education in study specialities in all three 

levels of university degrees. Study is focused on science and technology in compliance with 

the current status quo. A necessary part of the training of air personnel is also lifelong learning 

in the form of specialised courses and retraining courses of study in air control and operational 

technologies with a strongly practical or theoretical character for achieving the skills and 

habits necessary to perform particular activities.   

The Faculty of Aeronautics provides university education in all three levels of degrees in 

accredited study programs that follow the requirements of national and European legislation 

and European Aviation Law. It is a holder of the Slovak Republic Civil Aviation Authority 

certificate of specialised competence to provide theoretical preparation in pilot training (JAR-

FCL1) and the certificate for PART147 Maintenance Training Organization Approval, which 

authorises the faculty to train air technical personnel according to the requirements of 

European Union Aviation Legislation, which also considerably widens the ability of graduates 

to find employment abroad [1]. 

 

 

3. CAPACITY OF STUDY PROGRAMMES 

 

 

The organisation of all degrees and forms of university study is based on a credit system 

according to the principals of the European Credit Transformation System (ECTS), which 

enables the evaluation of a student’s load depending on graduated study program units in 

accordance with the regulations included in a particular study programme. A student’s 

academic year standardised load is expressed in the total number of 60 credits.  

The transformation into a three degree model of university education has created 

conditions for the full use of all available advantages: study compatibility in the Slovak 

Republic and European Union, mobility of students (a credit-Based system study), higher 

proficiency, motivation for their individual and independent work, of course, adapted in 

teaching methodology [2, 3, 4]. 

The aim and content of study programs come out of current study programme content and 

qualification requirements included aviation regulations. The creation of the regulations was 

based on problem integration between the basic spheres technical, economic and legal of air 

traffic operations. 

The Faculty of Aeronautics has the following three degrees of accredited study 

programmes – table 1. 
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 Table 1  

The three degrees of accredited study programmes 

 
The 

degree 
Study specialization The name of study program  

Bc. 5.2.59. Transport  Air traffic management 

Bc. 5.2.59. Transport Professional  pilot 

Bc. 5.2.59. Transport Air Transport controller 

Bc. 5.2.59. Transport Airport operation  

Bc. 5.2.4. Motor vehicles, railway vehicles, ships and aircrafts Aircraft operation 

Bc. 5.2.13. Electronics Avionic systems 

Bc. 5.2.13. Electronics Sensorics Systems 

Ing. 5.2.59. Transport Air Transport Management 

Ing. 5.2.4. Motor vehicles, railway vehicles, ships and aircrafts Aircraft operation 

Ing. 5.2.13. Electronics Sensorics and Avionics Systems 

PhD. 5.2.59. Transport Air Transport Management 

PhD. 5.2.4. Motor vehicles, railway vehicles, ships and aircrafts Aircraft operation 

PhD. 5.2.13. Electronics Aviation and industrial electronic systems 

 

Professional Pilot study programme 

This programme has the goal of providing the knowledge and skills necessary for aviation 

transport operators to work as professional pilots, and to do other aviation related jobs. The 

programme aims to provide the required theoretical preparation for a student to be able to 

perform, at the same time, practical training at a selected aviation school up to the level 

necessary for practical competence that would enable the student to acquire the qualification 

of business pilot. After finishing flight training, a student can pass a theoretical and practical 

exam conducted by the Civil Aviation Authority of the Slovak Republic in a suitable type of 

airplane.  

 

Air Traffic Controller study programme 

The goal of the programme is to provide students the knowledge and skills necessary to 

perform the activities of air traffic controlling for air traffic operators as well as to hold posts 

to meet the appropriate requirements for air traffic controls in compliance with European 

aviation regulations. Another aim of the study program is to provide a student with a complete 

bachelor’s education in the profession and at the same time enable the student to pass the 

theoretical exams that together with the health tests and health background check allow the 

student to acquire a “student air traffic controller” licence. The theoretical preparation is 

organised so that during studies a student has the option of obtaining basic practical skills on 

ATC simulators.  

 

Study programmes in the sphere of management  

These programmes have the goal of providing students the knowledge that they need to 

solve the routine technological and economic problems of aviation traffic. Students acquire 

knowledge about aviation technology and the principals of leading work groups and learn 

about relevant legislation and legal standards, economics, and the use of information 

technologies. Students also learn the basic methods of planning, organising and managing 

aviation traffic. Graduates of these programs can be employed as airport or aviation company 

workers. Since these study programs were created so that they provide a wide range of 

knowledge in the spheres of management, economics, law, and informatics, they guarantee the 

successful activities of the graduates in other branches as well. After finishing studies, 

graduates can decide to work or continue in the following engineering study programme.  
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The graduates of the engineering study programme are highly skilled, qualified, 

university-educated specialists who can organise, manage and control aviation operations, 

airports, and aviation equipment operations. They are prepared for air traffic planning and the 

economic and business activities of organs and organisations operating, controlling and 

overseeing air traffic and specific aviation work at home and abroad. They have knowledge of 

modern traffic technologies, and they master control methods and modern information 

technologies needed for traffic system control. They are able to solve complex problems of 

aviation traffic individually and creatively and to use modern means of decision support and 

optimise the operation of aviation traffic systems and their parts.     

The Air traffic management doctoral study programme is focused on theoretical 

knowledge and practical experience from key air taffic spheres at the level of the current state 

of research in the world in compliance with the aim of a thesis. Graduates learn the principals 

of independent and team research work, scientific research, the scientific formulation of 

problems, and the presentation of scientific results. Graduates are able to introduce new 

solutions, monitor the latest scientific and research trends in air traffic, and update their 

knowledge in the form of lifelong study.  

 

Study programmes in the sphere of aviation engineering  

The bachelor’s degree study programme Airplane Operation has the aim of imparting 

basic knowledge in general mechanical engineering, air mechanical engineering, diagnostics 

and air technical skills and fault detection, control and diagnostic equipment servicing, 

airplane maintenance and repair, air technical and operational support, preparation and 

training of the personnel  as required by international aviation regulations. Graduates of this 

study programme are prepared to perform the functions of airplane operation technical 

workers according to European aviation regulations. 

The Airplane Operation engineering study program has the goal of completing the 

knowledge imparted in the bachelor’s degree program and its extension to the engineering 

level. The graduates of this study program are able to analyse, propose, construct, operate and 

maintain the means of transport within a given specialisation. They are able to use solutions 

with high creativity, complexity, independence and responsibility. They obtain knowledge in 

the area of theoretical engineering and in the areas of constructing, projecting, and operating 

means of air transport within a given specialisation. They are able to formulate the required 

scientific approach and professional perspective for applications in which they will use 

advanced methods and techniques of design, development and operation of air means of 

transport and their systems by obtaining experience in formulating and verifying hypotheses 

and experimental proposals and analysing the data obtained.  

The aim of the Aircraft Operation doctoral study programme is to provide students the 

tools to master scientific methods and the development of air means of transport. Graduates 

are able to solve the most demanding scientific and research tasks focused on developing 

diagnostic systems and means of air transport as well as their testing and certification.  

Graduates learn the principles of management, scientific work done independently or as a 

member of a team, scientific research, and the formulation and solution of complex scientific 

problems and presentation of scientific results. Graduates are also able to analyse and solve 

complex and non-standard tasks in this field and to come with their own original and new 

solutions. Students who complete this program can find jobs in research, development and 

design agencies solving problems and proposals and analyses in terms of high technology 

applications in, private and government sector, or work as a member of teaching faculty or 

research team sector at universities.  
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Study programmes in the sphere of aviation electronics  

The Avionics Systems bachelor’s degree study program has the goal of providing 

knowledge about electronics and cybernetics; electrical, special, radio, radio technical 

equipment and operational airplane security; aviation technology diagnostics and fault 

detection; control measuring services and diagnostic equipment; maintenance and repairs of 

on-board airplane systems; and the information and adequate practical experience defined by 

European aviation regulations. The graduates of this study programme are able to solve 

practical problems of electronic system operations in the sphere of their aviation applications 

and cooperate with managers and aviation company specialists or repair and construction 

enterprises. They are also prepared to perform the functions of airplane operation technicians 

according to European aviation regulations.  

The Avionic Systems engineering study programme has the goal of supplementing the 

knowledge achieved in the bachelor’s degree study programme and extending this knowledge 

to the engineering level. The graduates of this study programme are able to specify, propose, 

introduce and maintain vast integrated solutions, with a focus on electronic systems on board 

airplanes, and to work on projects that include identification of a problem and the analysis, 

proposal and implementation of solutions together with testing and adequate documentation 

of particular quality aspects. They are able to work effectively as independent workers or team 

members or lead work groups. They can also manage big projects in the sphere of electronic 

systems on board airplanes. They are able to take responsibility for complex and progressive 

solutions in this particular area and to organise education and professional development. They 

manage to maintain contact with the latest developments in their specialty and to follow 

adequate procedures in compliance with professional, legal and ethical frameworks. 

The Aviation and Industrial Electronic Systems doctoral study programme is focused on 

theoretical knowledge and practical experience from key electronic spheres at the level of the 

current state of research in the world in compliance with the aim of a thesis. Graduates learn 

the principals of independent and team research work, scientific research, the scientific 

formulation of problems, and the presentation of scientific results. Students who finish this 

programme are also able to analyse and solve complex and non-standard tasks in the branch of 

electronics. Graduates are able to introduce new solutions, monitor the latest scientific and 

research trends in electronics, and update their knowledge in the form of lifelong study. They 

manage to communicate and cooperate with scientific project managers and specialists of 

other professions, too. These graduates can find jobs in research, development, and design 

agencies solving complex problems, proposals and analyses in terms of high technologies 

applications in industry, private and government sectors or as a member of the teaching 

faculty or research team at universities. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

The Faculty of Aeronautics relies on its renowned academic staff and scholars. The 

period of recent five years have proven successful in fulfilling the school´s mission in 

accordance with the goals set for this higher education institution, establishing itself as a fully 

recognized centre of tuition and research (Fig. 1). Most of the accredited programmes have 

again passed through the accreditation process  to form a sound basis  of continuous  growth 

for the years to come. 
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Rys. 1. Ankieta wśród studentów (pierwszy i drugi poziom nauczania) 

Fig. 1. Survey of students (1st – 2nd level of study) 

 

Decisive reasons for which the applicants decide about a selection of the study program at 

the Faculty of Aeronautics: 

1. A long tradition, rich experience in university aviation training of professionals 

2. Studying the most progressive technology 

3. The wide choice of study curriculum - comprehensive coverage of air issues 

4. Studying is difficult but very interesting and flexible, capable of adapting to the pace of 

students´ abilities and activities under existing legislation 

5. Using advanced technologies in teaching 

6. The Faculty of Aeronautics creates the conditions for freedom of scientific research and 

research activities 

7. The Technical University / Faculty of Aeronautics provides students with an extensive 

social program 
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